
Stationery List 2023
Senior Area (Room 1, 2, 3, 4, 10)

The following are the stationery items that your child will need to bring on the first day of school of 2022
to your conference with your teacher.  Please note the number required of each book.

Quantity Books
Please ensure all books are named. Children will label books with subject names with
their teacher at the beginning of the year. Books will last longer if they are covered.

6 1B8 (7mm ruled lines)

1 1I5 (9mm ruled lines)

2 1B5 (7mm ruled lines)

2 1E8 Grid Book with pre ruled margins (See over the page for examples)

3 Activity Books (See over the page for examples)

1 20 page clearfile (Last years may be suitable if still in good condition)

Quantity Stationery
Please ensure all stationery items are named. We have limited sized storage, as we use

tables and not desks. All items should fit in one, reasonably small, pencil case.
8 HB pencils

2 Rubbers

1 Pencil Sharpener

3 Blue Biro

3 Red Biro

2 Large Gluesticks (AMOS brand preferred as they stick better)

2 Highlighters (One pink and one green, if possible)

1 30cm Metric Ruler (Ideally with both cm and mm marked. Not the flexible type please)

2 Black Whiteboard markers (Thin style)

2 Vivids

1 Ultra Fineliner Sharpie

1 set Coloured pencils

Quantity Other Items
1 Box of Tissues (Teachers will store and distribute as needed)

1 Pair of headphones (Please no bluetooth headphones or in ear headphones)

1 Optional: Wrist watch (As we want to help develop time management, it is useful for
your child to wear a watch - either analogue or digital - to school)

Families may wish to consider stocking up on high use stationery items such as pencils, pens and rubbers
at the start of the year as stationery suppliers have specials on these.  These could then be kept at home
and the children bring them when they need them.

Teachers will check items such as rulers, pencils, pens and rubbers at the end of each term and a note will
be sent home if an item has been lost/used and needs to be replaced.  Paper Plus, Warehouse Stationery
and OfficeMax are able to do the above package or just parts as needed. Order online or by phone and
collect completed orders.



Exercise Book Examples and Explanations:

Note that these are samples of what some of the books look like, in particular, how they might vary by
manufacturer. This is NOT an additional list of requirements to what is on the front page!

The first picture for each item below is the Warehouse Stationery Brand. Other retailers, such as Paper
Plus, Whitcoulls, sell the Warwick brand (second picture). Office Max (online only) sells both Warwick and
their own in-house brand (third picture). Kmart does not stock the books that we require.

1B8’s
We acknowledge that we’re asked
for more than necessary. This
quantity allows us to hold spares
for when your child fills a book up.
All books, used or unused, will be
returned to you at the end of the
year.

1I5
We’ve asked for one book with
slightly larger lines. This will be
used for practising handwriting and
letter formation.

1E8 Maths Books
It’s really important that these are
pre-ruled with margins. We want to
emphasise book presentation, and
having these lines make it so much
easier to do

Activity Books
These are just slightly bigger than
the 1B8’s which means that we can
glue full sized sheets of paper in.
Please try to get one of the ones
pictured, as the scrapbooks can be
bigger again.


